EMERGENCY GENERATORS

DOCUMENT NUMBER: 16600

APPLICATION: ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL

DATE OF ISSUE:
11-09-04 - revised for EHPA compliance
01-06-00 - deleted requirement for generator at all new facilities
10-18-96 - deleted Master EMS controller from the emergency generator, general revisions
09-26-89 - first issued

NOTES:
When a generator is provided for EHPA facilities, it is to serve the following systems only:
- Exit signs in EHPA areas
- Emergency light fixtures in EHPA areas to provide minimum footcandle level
- Fire Alarm system in EHPA areas
- Intercom system in EHPA areas
- One electrical outlet per occupied EHPA room
- Four outlets in the room designated to serve as the EHPA manager's office

When an EHPA building is provided at a non-EHPA campus, the EHPA fire alarm system must be capable of operating independently in the event that the main fire alarm panel in the non-hardened building is damaged.

A generator-powered mechanical ventilation system is to be provided only in EHPA buildings that do not have operable windows.

ATTACHMENTS:
None